
 

 

 

Internship in Visual Arts & Politics 

 

Description: 

As an independent and non-profit organisation, FOMOSO promotes the opinion-forming about East-

Central and Southeast Europe in the German-speaking world. As a think-tank, the aim of FOMOSO is 

to promote knowledge and interests about political processes in East-Central and Southeast 

Europe. On the whole, FOMOSO works on an integrative and strong Europe! 

In order to achieve such an aim and to receive a broad attention in this field of political activity, 

pictures are of great importance. Therefore FOMOSO is looking for creative minds who are motivated 

to implement creative ideas in a realistic, critical, artfully or amusing way. We also offer a platform 

for all of those who want to express their political views about East-Central and Southeast Europe in a 

creative sense. Get the chance to get your creativity published! 

Due to your creative preferences or abilities following internship tasks are possible: 

 Implementing of given ideas 

 Realisation of own creative ideas 

 Drawing, painting, caricaturing, etc. of political figures of East-Central and Southeast Europe 

 Taking pictures of political figures, buildings and/ or events 

 Creative photoshopping of political pictures 

 Creating small photo galleries or even comics about politicians, countries, etc. 

 Making short movies and videos (FOMOSO TV) with social-political contents 

 Social Media: creating and implementing ideas for Instagram, Snapchat, Vine, etc.  

 Possibility to implement own ideas regarding designs of t-shirts, posters, flyers, etc.  

Your profil: 

 Creative talents with a certain or slight interest in politics 

 Open for new ideas and suggestions 

 Ability to implement new ideas and tasks 

 No difficulties to be flexible in creativity 

 Creative, pro-active, self-directed and responsible. 

Date: The duration of internship is 3 to 6 months (upon consultation) 

Location: Home office – online internship (20% – 30% working hours per week) 

Reward: Certificate of recommendation 

Registration deadline: 30. November 

Apply to: praktikum@fomoso.org 

Website: www.fomoso.org 
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